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Hi Betsy I hope you are well.
First I am reading up on how to properly write the DFP you requested (first
time doing one) and you will have it soon, (I will address the DFP fully as
soon as I finish annual rad refresher training this week)
On another note I will be submitting an amendment to allow us to have
Thorium 230 sources that were previously grandfathered under the "Small
quantities of Source Material" but wanted to get my DFP straight before that
was submitted.
Lastly I just realized our 19-12056-02 Byproduct license has a typo in it
that I didn't catch when you sent it to us.
We requested for Line B, any byproduct material with atomic numbers 1-83
excluding atomic numbers 38 and 53 (Strontium and iodine). This was done as
Mr. Reichard indicated we would require financial assurance at those
activities of Iodine and Strontium so I requested those 2 isotopes be
excluded from the unsealed line.
It seems the "exclude 38 and 53 " somehow became exclude 38-53
I have attached the supporting documents and highlighted the pertinent
sections.
Do you want to send a corrected copy now or just wait until the DFP and
amendment are processed and do it all at once?
We currently don't have any unsealed material between 38-53, just want to
correct for the future.
I have copied my management and chairman to keep them in the loop.
Thanks

Patrick Marine
ARL @ APG RSO/LSO/RFSO
Health Physicist
B1132a on Spesutie Island
410-278-5699 work land line
443-619-2795 work cell
443-350-4281 personal cell (for afterhour emergencies if no answer on work
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